Graduate Courses Fall 2008

CORE CLASSES

WMST601: Approaches to Women’s Studies I – Elsa Barkley Brown

WMST698B: Women and War, Feminism and Militarism - Katie King

SELECTED ELECTIVES

AMST601: Introductory Theories and History in American Studies – Nancy Struna

AMST628I: Performance & Culture – Jeffrey McCune

AMST628P: Race, Sex & the Public – Christina Hanhardt

ANTH688X: New Social Movements in Latin America – Nicholas Copeland

ANTH698N: Ethnography of the Immigrant Life – Judith Freidenberg

ARTH658: Studies in American Art – Renee Ater

COMM714: Introduction to Qualitative Methods in Communication – Linda Aldoory

ENGL602: Critical Theory and Literary Criticism –

GERM802: Gender and War -

GVPT742: Modern Political Theory – James Glass

GVPT743: Contemporary Political Theory – Charles Alford

HIST608E: Women’s and Gender History – Sonya Michel

HIST619J: Civil Rights Movement – Elsa Barkley Brown

HLTH606: Foundation of Public Health Education and Policy – Sharon Desmond

JOUR601: Theories of Journalism and Public Communication – Linda Steiner

(OVER)
THET608C: Censorship, Creativity, & Cultural Practice – Laurie Meer

SOCY622: Sociology of Knowledge – Patricia Hill Collins

SOCY624: Life Course – Melissa Milkie

SOCY630: Population and Society – Sonalde Desai

SOCY637: Labor Force – Suzanne Bianchi

SOCY729B: Critical Race Theory – Pat Hill Collins

SOCY858: Research Seminar in Gender, Work and Family – Susan Bianchi

THET608M: Redefining “The Canon” – Faedra Carpernter